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A Corrigendum on

Research on neural network prediction method for upgrading scale of
natural gas reserves

s by Zhan W, Li H, Wu X, Zhang J, Liu C and Zhang D (2023). Front. Earth Sci. 11:1253495. doi:
10.3389/feart.2023.1253495

In the published article, there was an error in Figure 1 Natural gas exploration results in the
Sichuan Basin. After communicating with Southwest Oil Company, it was found that there
was an error in the distribution of proven reserves in Figure 1, and the actual distribution of
proven reserves cannot be presented to readers, which may affect their reading experience.
The preliminary confirmed reserves and confirmed reserves in yellow and green have been
removed from the figure. The corrected Figure 1 and its caption appear below.

The authors apologize for this error and state that this does not change the scientific
conclusions of the article in any way. The original article has been updated.
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FIGURE 1
Natural gas exploration results in the Sichuan Basin.
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